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“To handle yourself, use your head; to handle others, use your heart”- Eleanor Roosevelt

Architect Bruce Becker is a graduate of the Yale School of
Architecture, with a focus on sustainable design. Becker is also a developer,
playing both roles for many of his projects—the majority of his buildings
have achieved LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
certification since the early 2000s. Becker believes that pursuing energy
efficiency and sustainability is an essential part of design practice. Apart from
the obvious environmental benefits, his methods save money on variable costs
like electricity, heating, and cooling.

One of Becker’s current projects, an iconic building in New Haven
designed by Marcel Breuer, has garnered attention for his goal of creating the
first net-zero hotel in the country. In 1920 Breuer was one of the youngest
students at the famous German art school, Bauhaus. During his time there he
designed some of the most recognizable chairs in the world, the Wassily and
the Cesca Chair. Because Becker’s parents were designers, he was exposed to
and appreciated Breuer’s work from an early age. Breuer’s minimalist and
brutalist design techniques are evident in the New Haven hotel, the integrity
of which Becker will preserve.

The building was once home to a section of
the Pirelli tire company, however has been empty
since 1998. Becker admired this building in particular and was excited at the
prospect of owning it. In 2018 the opportunity presented itself to Becker when
Ikea was looking to sell the building to a hotel developer. Ikea and Becker share a
similar philosophy when it comes to sustainability and the Swedish furniture
retailer was very interested in Becker’s approach. He secured the building and
began the renovations to create Hotel Marcel.

Ideally Hotel Marcel will achieve LEED Platinum certification, the
highest existing sustainability certification. The hotel will generate its own
energy on-site through solar panel arrays in the parking area. Solar energy will
power the lighting, climate control, and onsite electric vehicle charging stations.
The generated green energy will be stored in an on-site 1-megawatt battery and
excess power will be sold back to the grid during peak demand. Marcel Breuer’s
original design of the building allows for passive solar heating during the winter

and cooling in the summer. Becker’s sustainable hotel is projected to be completed in Fall 2021 and he
hopes Hotel Marcel will be a model for sustainable hotels of the future.
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This month's nature poem is “The Heart Chirps” by Ramesh Annand, a lesser-known poet based
in Bangalore India. Mr. Annand was nominated and shortlisted for Muse India's young writer
award in 2012, and his poetry has been translated and published in over 11 countries. He is the
published author of Newborn Smiles, a book of haiku poems.

The Heart Chirps
By Ramesh Annand

Within this body
lies an essence
that resonates:
an essence of new born
in the spring,
ever scenting pleasant,
sighting nature
through an infant's eyes,
fading worries
in the chill wind,
floating fearless
like an untied kite.
I resonate with this essence,
when being alone,
weighing like a first raindrop,
until autumn loneliness
and winter mist
shape the memories of
embarrassments buried
deep inside into
pondering weaknesses.
But I never stop to
weave my verses
to kindle
my inner voice.

Copyright ©:  Ramesh Annand
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“Climate Crisis: Our Children Face Wars
Over Food and Water, EU Deputy
Warns” The Guardian
By Fiona Harvey

Photo: agefotostock/Alamy

Frans Timmermans, the vice president of the
EU Commission, said that older generations
have a responsibility to make sacrifices to
fight climate change and protect future
generations against famine and wars over
natural resources. Timmermans compared
the sacrifices people must make today to the
sacrifices made by prior generations during
the world wars and post-war period. A
combination of climate and social policy is
necessary to ensure a smooth transition to a
low carbon economy and to prevent future
conflicts sparked by climate-induced
resource shortages. However, the transition
to a low carbon society is hindered by
politicians who do not explain the benefits
of such a transition and instead falsely claim
it will cost jobs and destroy economies.

Full article

“Rich Nations’ Climate Targets Will
Mean Global Heating of 2.4C-Study”
The Guardian
By Fiona Harvey

Photo: Justin Lane/EPA

A new study from the Climate Action
Tracker found that if industrialized nations
met their recently updated climate pledges
the world would warm 2.4 degrees Celsius,
which is a 0.2 C improvement on previous
forecasts. However, the expected rise in
temperature is still far higher than the 1.5 or
even 2 degrees Celsius goals set out by the
Paris Agreement. The goals of the Paris
Agreement are still feasible if industrialized
nations, especially the U.S. and China,
increase their climate ambition and pledge
even more dramatic emissions cuts.
Currently, the policies of many
industrialized countries do not meet their
new pledges, underscoring the need for
urgent government action to tackle climate
change beyond making new commitments.

Full article
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“Getting Real About Coal and Climate” New
York Times
By Paul Krugman

Photo: Peter van Agtmael/Magnum Photos

The United Mine Workers of America are
embracing the transition to green energy, as
declared in a newly released document called,
“Preserving Coal Country.” The document
demonstrates the union’s realism about an
energy transition, in part due to technological
innovations making oil and gas cheaper as well
as activism and policies aimed at stopping
climate change. The Biden administration’s
plans for a climate-focused infrastructure
rebound from COVID-19, now known as Build
Back Better, is placing its bets on technological
development from public investments, not just
on a carbon tax or cap-and-trade system. Within
this plan, the United Mine Workers is calling for
targeted spending designed to help retrain
former miners and support development in coal
country communities.

Full article

“The United States and China Will Work
Together on Climate Change” Our Daily Planet
By Natasha Lasky

Photo: Ministry of Ecology and Environment via
CNN

After meeting in Shanghai over the weekend of
April 17th and 18th, the world’s two largest carbon
emitters, the United States and China, agreed to
cooperate on climate change despite heightened
tensions over other issues. This diplomatic gesture
between U.S. special envoy for climate John Kerry,
and Chinese envoy Xie Zenhua, is good news for
the climate movement as these two crucial
countries find common ground.

Full Article

“China Says Invited by IAEA to Join Group
Over Japan's Fukushima Water Plan” Reuters
By Reuters

Photo: Kyodo/via REUTERS

On Monday, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman
Wang Wenbin commented on the Japanese
government’s effort to dispose of contaminated
water from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. In
a briefing, Wang stated that the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) had confirmed it
would invite Chinese experts to join the working
group for enacting the Japanese plan to dispose of
the radioactive water.

Full Article
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“Cut Emissions of Methane, Main
Component of Natural Gas, Report Says”
New York Times
By Hiroko Tabuchi

Photo: James Smith/Alamy

The United Nations is expected to release a
report necessitating the reduction of
methane— of which oil and gas production
is the biggest source— at far accelerated
rates. Expanding the use of natural gas, as a
main emitter of methane, will be detrimental
to the goal to limit global warming to 1.5
degrees celsius. Although methane lasts in
the atmosphere for only around a decade,
compared to carbon dioxide which lasts
hundreds of years, it is a far more potent
greenhouse gas and it is imperative that a
concerted effort is made to slash methane
emissions by as much as 45 percent by
2030. Methane has often been left in the
shadow of carbon dioxide in global climate
initiatives, though it is becoming more
center stage as the key to slashing short-term
temperature rise. The oil and gas industry
will be a critical part of these reductions.

Full article

“How to Hang your Laundry” New York
Times *
By Malia Wollan

Photo: Christian Haugen/Flickr

A millennia-old tried and true method for
drying laundry: line-drying. Only 3% of
households in Italy own dryers— the
majority utilize the power of the sun to dry
their clothes. In contrast, 80% of U.S.
households use a dryer, making it the
second-largest energy-consuming appliance
after the refrigerator. Contrary to popular
belief, hang-drying clothes don’t take much
longer than a drier and it can actually
increase the longevity of the garments. On
average, it takes only 8 minutes longer than
a dryer, and you don’t need a lot of space—
a balcony or a window will suffice and on
rainy days your laundry will dry just as well
inside next to a vent or window as in the
sun. What’s more, Line drying is not only
good for the environment but good for your
wallet, trading your drier for a clothesline
could save you up to $600 a year on utility
bills and laundromat fees. Using traditional
methods to dry clothes is just one small step
that can be taken to reduce one’s carbon
footprint, however, one small step can make
a big difference.

*Full article available in print only
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“Brazillian Amazon Released More
Carbon Than it Absorbed Over Past 10
Years” The Guardian
By Agence France-Presse

Photo: Ueslei Marcelino/Reuters

Over the past decade, the Brazillian Amazon
released 20% more carbon into the
atmosphere than it absorbed, turning one of
the planet’s largest carbon sinks into a
carbon emitter. Between 2010 and 2019 the
Brazillian Amazon emitted 16.6 billion tons
of carbon dioxide while only sequestering
13.9 billion tons. The shift from carbon sink
to source is a result of the elevated rates of
deforestation seen under President Jair
Bolsonaro, worsening wildfires, and more
intense droughts brought on by climate
change. The entire Amazon Rainforest,
which spans multiple countries, is likely
carbon-neutral now and is at risk of
becoming a carbon source if stricter
conservation measures are not adopted.

Full Article

“DDT’s toxic legacy can harm
granddaughters of women exposed, study
shows” LA Times
By Rosanna Xia

Photo: Keystone-France / Gamma-Keystone
via Getty Images

The deleterious effects of DDT exposure on
human health have long been acknowledged.
But new research from UC Davis and the
Public Health Institute in Oakland have
confirmed for the first time that DDT
impacts the granddaughters of women who
were exposed to the pesticide during
pregnancy. Higher rates of obesity and
menstrual periods beginning before age 11
are the main symptoms that were linked to
third-generational DDT exposure. These
symptoms put women at a greater risk of
breast cancer, high blood pressure, diabetes,
and other health disorders. The study is
based on three generations of human
observational data collected from pregnant
women at the Kaiser Permanente hospital in
Oakland and from their daughters and
granddaughters.

Full Article
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“Redirect Harmful Subsidies to Benefit
the Planet, UN Urges Governments”
The Guardian
By Patrick Greenfield

Image: COP15 Kunming UN biodiversity
conference

Elizabeth Maruma Mrema, the executive
secretary of the United Nations Convention
on Biological Diversity (UNCBD), called
upon world leaders to end subsidies for
industries that are harming biodiversity, such
as agriculture and fishing, before COP 15
later this year. Removing harmful subsidies
was one of the 20 goals set out by the Aichi
Biodiversity Targets that the international
community failed to meet. The negotiations
leading up to COP 15 have already begun
and will continue until June 13th. COP 15
will take place this October in Kunming
China, where the international community is
expected to produce a Paris-like agreement
for biodiversity.

Full Article

“The Pandemic Exposed the Severe
Water Insecurity Faced by Southwestern
Tribes” InsideClimate News
By Judy Fahys

Photo: Spencer Platt/Getty Images

Native Americans have been severely hit by
the pandemic. The Navajo Nation had an
infection rate 21% higher than New York
during the peak of the pandemic, with the
White Mountain Apache tribe struggling
with infection rates almost double the
national average. A major factor was water
scarcity on tribe lands with contaminated
water putting stress on community taps,
making it tougher to sanitize homes and
bodies. Only one of every three Navajo
Nation homes has running water. Nearly 2
million Natives are without basic indoor
plumbing.

Full article
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“Mozambique Mints a New National
Park- and Surveys its Riches”
New York Times
By Jen Guyton

Photo: Jen Guyton

Mozambique, which has a checkered past on
conservation, recently restructured its
environmental code and created a new
national park, Chimanimani. For decades
after Mozambique declared independence
from Portugal in 1975, it has been plagued
by armed conflicts, which led to the
slaughter of untold amounts of wildlife. Due
to the region’s history of armed conflict,
Chimanimani’s vast biodiversity remains
understudied. Biologists have recently
started conducting biodiversity surveys
within the park’s borders with one recent
survey discovering 1,400 new species.
Despite the park’s biological importance and
the economic benefits, it can provide
through tourism, Chimanimani’s ecosystems
are still under threat from the effects of
climate change and human encroachment.
To prevent the further destruction of
Chimanimani, Mozambique’s national parks
authority is working with private partners to
restore wildlife populations and ecosystems.

Full article

“Cyborg Mussels Could Serve as
Environmental Warning Systems”
Treehugger
By Sami Grover

Photo: RLSPHOTO / Getty Images

A team at North Carolina State University is
working on “tracking mussels with sensors
so that they can function as a real-time
warning system for pollution in the water.”
It is aimed at addressing fluctuating levels of
ocean pollution through a network of
mussels. The mechanism is based on
mussels being filter feeders and clamming
up when there is something harmful in the
water to protect themselves from
contamination. Attaching inertial
measurement units (IMUs) to shells to detect
when they open and close and how widely
they are open lets researchers track pollution
levels. Ethically, the study will track the
health and wellness of the mollusks too.

Full article
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Each week, our interns and associates at
NGO Sustainability choose special topics of
interest to report on. We believe our interns
should explore issues they are passionate
about within the sustainability field and we
look forward to sharing some of the most
interesting aspects of this work with you.
Here is intern Andrew Miller’s report on a
Webinar hosted by Columbia University on
Energy and Climate Policy in China.

Energy and Climate Change in Emerging
Asia: Energy and Climate Change
Policies in China

China has driven the global growth of
carbon emissions since 2000. Total carbon
dioxide emissions and carbon dioxide
emissions per person have increased
exponentially mainly due to China’s rapidly
industrializing economy and large
population. Despite this, China has set
climate goals such as decreasing CO2
intensity by at least 65% below 2005 levels
by 2030, reaching peak emissions by 2030,
and reaching net-zero emissions by 2060.

China’s current annual CO2 per capita
reduction of 4% is not enough to reach
net-zero emissions by 2060. At the current
rate, China will still emit 5 gigatons of
carbon by 2060, which is too much to be
sequestered naturally. Previously, China has
reduced emissions by improving energy
efficiency and moving away from coal as an
energy source to oil and natural gas.
However, fossil fuel use is projected to
continue until 2030 with natural gas being
used as a bridge fuel until 2035.

Concerns over energy security are one of the
main reasons why China has yet to
decarbonize large portions of its power
sector. Oil and natural gas are mainly
imported, raising the risk of supply
disruptions by external forces— but coal

however is seen as very secure due to the
vast coal deposits in China’s western
provinces. Geopolitical fears of energy
insecurity, driven by the deterioration of
Sino-American relations, could incentivize
China to transition to renewable energy as
the country has large deposits of rare earth
minerals necessary for the construction of
solar panels and has the space to build
large-scale wind farms. Conversely, energy
concerns could also cause China to rely
heavily on domestic coal supplies for power
in the short term, increasing carbon
emissions dramatically.

While Sino-American relations are driving
China’s concerns over its energy sources,
they can also spark a global movement to
combat climate change. China and the
United States have cooperated on scientific,
technological, and environmental issues in
the past and both are vulnerable to the
effects of climate change, particularly
sea-level rise as most major Chinese and
American cities are built in coastal areas.
There has even been recent Sino-American
cooperation on climate with U.S.
International Climate Envoy John Kerry and
his Chinese counterpart, Xie Zenhua,
agreeing to work together on climate change
in April 2021. There are several possible
areas for future cooperation that both nations
are working on independently such as green
finance, carbon capture, and managing
emissions from the food sector.

China is currently the world’s largest carbon
emitter and seems to be taking an alarmingly
long time to decarbonize crucial sectors of
its economy. But with the right external
pressures, China could quickly become a
figurehead in the fight against climate
change and lead the world down the path of
limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees
Celsius and averting the worst effects of
climate change.
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Each edition of Global Warning will now feature
an environmental-themed book review written by
our interns.

BOOK REVIEW: Falter: Has the Human
Game Begun to Play Itself Out? By Bill
McKibben
Report by Andrew Miller

“Falter” is the latest book published by Bill
McKibben, a renowned environmental
activist and professor at Middlebury
College. “Falter” offers a bleak vision of the
future of humanity, one that is threatened by
climate change, the machinations of wealthy
capitalists, genetic engineering, and artificial
intelligence. McKibben attempts to detail
how these threats are jeopardizing the future
of the human species by destroying the
physical world in which we live while
exacerbating economic inequality and
threatening fundamental aspects of human
nature.

McKibben divides his books into sections,
each focusing on one endangered species at
a time. He provides a very comprehensive,
objective, and easily understandable
assessment of climate change and
environmental degradation. The second
section of “Falter” focuses on how a
minority of individuals and organizations
have an unfair influence over the governing

of the United States and are inhibiting
climate action. McKibben singles out the
influence of the fossil fuel industry and
billionaire libertarians on conservative
politicians to support his argument.

McKibben addresses the unregulated
proliferation of technology and presents it as
a threat to human nature. The section is
more philosophical, and is very well written,
bringing up very valid points. “Falter”
concludes by discussing what McKibben
sees as potential solutions to these threats;
solar panels and nonviolent protests.He is
not wrong in stating that they are solutions
to certain problems, such as solar power will
definitely help reduce emissions and
increase access to cheap energy while
nonviolent movements have proven to be
successful in accomplishing their goals
throughout history.

The main points that McKibben makes
pertaining to human nature and how we
should respond to global challenges are
insightful and reasonable, but not entirely
new.

Sources:

McKibben, Bill. Falter. New York, Henry Holt and
Company, 2019.
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